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1. The bordism groups. This note presents an outline of the authors' efforts to apply Thorn's cobordism theory [ó] to the study of
differentiable periodic maps. First, however, we shall outline our
scheme for computing the oriented bordism groups of a space [ l ] .
These preliminary remarks bear on a problem raised by Milnor [4].
A finite manifold is the finite disjoint union of compact connected
manifolds with boundary each of which carries a O-differential
structure. The boundary of a finite manifold, Bn, is denoted by dBn.
A closed manifold is a finite manifold with void boundary. We now
define the oriented bordism groups of a pair (X, ^4).
An oriented singular manifold in (X, A) is a map ƒ: (Bn} dBn)
—»(X, A) of an oriented finite manifold. Such a singular manifold
bords in (X, A) if and only if there is a finite oriented manifold Wn+l
and a map F: Wn+1—->X such that BnC.dWn+1 as a finite regular submanifold whose orientation is induced by that of Wn+1 and such that
F\ jB n =/, F(dWn+l— Bn) C.A. From two such oriented singular manifolds (Bl fx) and (£?, / 2 ) a disjoint union (B\\JBn2l fxKJf2) is formed
with B\C\Bn% = 0 and / i U / 2 | £?==ƒ,, * = 1 , 2. Obviously - ( £ » , ƒ )
= ( - J 3 n , ƒ). We £ay that two singular manifold (5J, /i) and (J5J,/ 2 )
are bordant in (X, yl) if and only if the disjoint union (JB*U -~B1,f\\Jf<ï)
bords in (X, ^4). By the well-known angle straightening device [5]
this is shown to form an equivalence relation. The oriented bordism
class of (Bn,f) is written \Bn, ƒ] and the collection of all such bordism
classes is O n (X, A). An abelian group structure is imposed on £2n(X, A)
by disjoint union, and then following Atiyah we refer to fin(X, A)
as an oriented bordism group of (X, ^4). The weak direct sum fi*(X, A)
= ^2Q 0 n (X, A) is a graded right module over the oriented Thorn
cobordism ring £2. For any ƒ: (Bn, dBn)—>(X, ^4) and any closed
oriented manifold Vm the module product is given by [B n , / ] [ F W ]
= [BnX Vm, g] where g(x9 y) =ƒ(*). For any map <j>: (X, A)-*(Y, B)
there is an induced homomorphism <£*: ön(X, A)-JÇln(Y, B) given by
<£*([£n, ƒ]) = [Bn, <j>f]. There is also d*: Qn(X, A)-*Qn-i(A)
given by
d*([5», ƒ ] ) = [3B», f\dBn-*A].
Actually 0*: &*(X, i4)-*Q*(F, 5 ) and
d*: J2*(X, ^4)~>fts|c(^4) are fl-module homomorphisms of degree 0 and
-1.
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(1.1) T H E O R E M . On the category of all pairs and maps the covariant
functor {tin(X, A), <£*, d*} satisfies the first six axioms of EilenbergSteenrodfor a homology theory. For a single point, however, £2n(£)£^fln,
the oriented Thorn cobordism group.
We may define reduced groups Q»(X) for X^0
by letting
4>(X)=p and setting ~S2n(X) ==ker(fi n (X)-^fl! n (£)). By the usual
argument fln(X)c^£2w + Q>n(X). On the category of finite CW-pairs
the strong excision theorem holds. Thus for a fe-sphere we see by the
axioms: Qn(Sk)c^Çln_k and Q»(Sfc) =12w+Œ«-&.
There is a natural homomorphism ju: Qn(X, A)—*Hn(X1 A) obtained
by assigning to every pair (Bn, f) the image of the orientation class
under/*: Hn(Bn, dBn; Z)-*Hn(X, A; Z). For (X, A) a finite CW-pair
we may use the Cartan-Eilenberg construction of a spectral sequence
to show [2].
(1.2) T H E O R E M . For every finite CW-pair (X, A) there is a spectral
sequence {EVtai dr} and a filtration 0«(X, 4 ) = / n , o D / n - i , 0 • * *
DJo.nDO with £ ^ ~ C P ( X , A; 12,), E2P>q~Hp(X, A; Qa) and E;>a
—** p, Q/ J p—1» 9+1*

Obviously Jp>q = im(tip+q(XvKJA,
X*>-l[UA)->tip+q(Xt
A)). For
r ^ 2 the spectral sequence is independent of the CW-decomposition.
The edge homomorphism 0 n (X, A) —> Jn,o/Jn-i,i = E"Q C EliQ
= 22» (X, A; Z) naturally coincides with /x: Q n (X, A)-*Hn(X, A\ Z).
Furthermore there is a natural pairing
r

r

EPjq ® 0 S —> Ep>q+8

for which dr may be regarded as an fl-module homomorphism. The
pairing naturally agrees with the Q-module structure on fl*(X, A).
It is difficult to analyze the bordism functor directly, thus we
follow Atiyah and turn to a problem in stable homotopy. We denote
by M SO the stable Thorn object (or spectrum) consisting of the sequence • • • MSO(k), MSO(k + l) • • • of Thorn spaces together
with the specific imbeddings of the suspension S(MSO(k))
in
MSO{k + \) given in [ó]. For any integer n we define flw(X, A) (the
cobordism group) to be the common value of [S*(X, A),
MSO(k+n)]
for k large. Thus we obtain {0 n (X, A), <£*, S*} a contravariant functor which on the category of finite CW-pairs satisfies the first six
axioms of Eilenberg-Steenrod for cohomology. For a point Qn(p)
c^flL„. There is the Thom-Atiyah duality theorem.
(1.3) T H E O R E M . If X — A is an oriented k-manifold there is a canonical isomorphism u: 0»(X — i4)~Q*~ n (X, A).
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This theorem can be followed up along the lines suggested by
Spanier-Whitehead duality. Eventually it is shown that
(1.4) T H E O R E M . Let X be a finite CW-complex with a weak n-dual,
Dn{X) QSn1 with n even. The bordism spectral sequence ErP%q of X and
the cobordism spectral sequence Evr,qfor the pair (S w , Dn(X)) are dual.
That isy there are isomorphisms u: ETPt<pziEnT~v~l'~q which commute with
the differentials and such that u: £°° —> E^ is induced by Q,*(X)
~Q*(S«, Dn(X)).
From this follows directly the corollary.
(1.5) COROLLARY. Let EPtQ be the bordism spectral sequence of a
finite CW-pair, then for r^2 and all (p, q) the image of dr: Erm
-+ErP_rtq+r_i is a finite group of odd order.
The corollary is first shown for a cobordism spectral sequence. In
this case Wall's observation that modulo the class of torsion groups
of odd order MSO can be regarded as a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces gives the remark immediately [7]. From (1.5), the fact
t h a t Î2 has no odd torsion, and the behavior of the fl-module structure
in the bordism spectral sequence we see easily
(1.6) T H E O R E M . If (X, A) is a finite CW-pair then the bordism
spectral sequence collapses (is trivial) if and only if JJL: Çln(X, A)
-*Hn(X, A; Z) is surjectivefor all n^O.
Obviously there is an isomorphism Çln(X, A)c^.^p+a Hp(Xf A; tiq)
modulo the class of torsion groups of odd order. If we combine (1.5)
and (1.6) and the known structure of 12 we see
(1.7) COROLLARY. If(X,A) isafinite CW-pair f or which H*(X, A; Z)
has no odd torsion then JJL: £2n(X, A)-*Hn(Xy A ; Z) is surjectivefor n*zO
and 0 n (X, ^4)^X)p+« Hp(Xy A; ttq).
This last isomorphism is not natural. This, together with the following remark, sheds some light on a problem posed by Steenrod which
asks if an integral homology class on a complex can be realized as the
image of the orientation class of a closed manifold under a suitable
map into the complex.
(1.8) COROLLARY. Let (X, A) be a finite CW-pair with H2k+i(X, A ; Z)
= 0for fe^O, then ju: O n (X, A)-*Hn(X1 A; Z) is surjectivefor
n^O.
We might also take H2k(X1 A ; Z) = 0 for k^O and the same follows. It can be shown that if H*(Xy A ; Z) has no torsion then fl*(X, A)
has an fl-base, thus it is a free fi-module. Clearly unoriented bordism
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groups 91» (X, A) can also be denned by ignoring orientation. Every
element has order 2 of course and 91*(X, A) is a graded right 91module over the unoriented cobordism ring 91. In this case however:
(1.9) T H E O R E M . For a finite CW-pair 91*(X, A) is a free graded
^-module isomorphic to H*(X, A ; Z2) ®9l.
The bordism spectral sequence always collapses in the unoriented
case since 91»(X, A)-*Hn(X, A; Z2) is always surjective [ó]. Obviously there is a reduction homomorphism r: fi»(X, A)—>9l»(X, A)
and we can show a generalization of the Rochlin exact sequence:
(1.10) T H E O R E M . For every finite CW-pair the sequence Q»(X, A)
-* 2 fi»(X, i4)-» r 9l»(X, A) is exact.
Naturally the question will arise as to whether or not the bordism
class of a map can be characterized by algebraic invariants, which
would then be the analogues of Stiefel-Whitney numbers and
Pontrjagin numbers. Let WQ, WI, • • • , wn be the Stiefel-Whitney
classes of Mn. Let cr£i7»(.M n ; Z2) be the fundamental class of the
closed manifold Mn. L e t / : Mn-*X be a map and let hkE:Hk(X; Z2)
be a cohomology class. For any i i + i 2 + * * * +ij = n — k we obtain a
Whitney number of the m a p / b y {w^-wi2 • • • « ^ •ƒ*(/&*), Ö*)(EZ 2 . The
collection of all Whitney numbers of ƒ formed by taking all classes
in i7*(X; Z2) and all partitions uniquely determines the unoriented
bordism class [Mn, / ] 2 £ 9 l » ( X ) . By analogy if Mn is oriented the
Pontrjagin numbers of the m a p / : Mn—>X are also denned.
(1.11) T H E O R E M . If X is a finite CW'-complex and if all torsion
classes in H*(X; Z) has order exactly 2, then [M w ,/]Gf2»(X) is uniquely
determined by giving all the Pontrjagin numbers and all the Whitney
numbers of the map ƒ.
We now turn to interpretations.
2. Bordism classification of bundles. Let G denote a compact Lie
group, possibly finite, with classifying space B(G). Although B(G)
is not a finite CW-complex all the results of §1 apply to it. Now
what is tiniBÇG))? An element is given by a m a p / : Mn~-*B(G) of a
closed oriented w-manifold into B(G). However if f,g: Mn-J>B{G)
are homotopic, clearly [Mn, ƒ] = [Mn, g]. Thus [Mw, ƒ] is really given
by a preferred homotopy class of maps of Mn into the classifying
space. This, on the other hand, exactly determines a G-bundle over
Mn. W h a t we have actually is a cobordism classification of G-bundles
over closed oriented manifolds. The fibre is immaterial. Now the
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reader may apply §1 to compute Q*(B(G)) if G = 0(Jfe), SO(Jfe), U(k)
or Sp(&). A similar meaning is given to 9fl*(I?(G)).
Another interpretation is very useful when G is finite. We shall
restrict ourselves to cyclic transformations of prime order. Let
(T, Mn) be an orientation preserving, fixed point free diffeomorphism
of prime period p on a closed oriented manifold. We say that (7", Mn)
equivariantly bords if and only if there is a fixed point free orientation
preserving diffeomorphism of period p on a finite manifold (r, Bn+l)
for which (r, dBn+l) is equivariantly diffeomorphic to (7\ Mn) by an
orientation preserving diffeomorphism. Note that no fixed points are
allowed. Now from (7\, M") and (T2y Ml) a disjoint union
( n u n , MJUAf?) is formed with M ? f W £ = = 0 and
T^JT2\M?
= Tif i = l, 2. Let ~ ( r , Mn) = (T, - M " ) . Then (r 1 ? M?) is *g«ivariantly bordant to (T 2 , MJ) if and only if ( 7 Y J r 2 , A f i U - M J )
equivariantly bords. Let [T, Afn] denote the bordism class and introduce an abelian group structure by disjoint union. Denote the result
by Çln(B(Zp)). This is valid notation since a free diffeomorphism of
period p} (T, Mn), determines a principal Z p -bundle
Mn-^Mn/T
which in turn must define an element in fln(J3(Zp)). A map ƒ: Vn
—>B(Zp) determines an (oriented) principal Z p -bundle (T, Mn) with
Mn/T= F n . We can also consider 9Zn(J3(Zp)) with the same interpretation. Now the fl-module structure is given by [T, M n ] [ F m ]
= [ F , MnXVm]
where T'(x, y) = (T(x), y). Note for p odd that
H*(B(ZP); Z2)^Z2 thus 9l*(.B(Z p ))~9l. However 9l*(£(Z 2 )) is a free
graded 9l-module with homogeneous 9l-base given by the antipodal
involutions of spheres { [/I, 5 n ] 2 } , w^O, In addition Q*(JS(Z2)) can
be completely determined by (1.7). For p odd, however, the situation
is different. We shall give 12*(B(ZP)), which is exactly the ^-torsion
in Q*(£(Zp)). LetX = exp(27ri/^>). Let
and define (T\ 52fc+1) by r(zi, • • • , s^+i) = (Xsi, • • • , X^+i). The elements [T, 52*4"1] generate "SX^f^Zp)) as an fl-module. Milnor has
shown [3] that Q mod torsion is a polynomial ring with generators
[-X*]eQ, 0 g r < c o .
(2.1) T H E O R E M . For an odd prime, Çl*(B(Zp)) is the direct sum of
cyclic groups. C 2 * + i iri ,...,r. with generators [T, S2k+1][X*ri] • • • [X 4r «],
one for each 2k + 1 and mcft n , • • , r8 with kr^lp
— l all rit The order
of Cvk+i,rlt...,r9 is pa+l where a{2p-2) <2k + K(a +
l)(2p-2).
It is somewhat surprising that the order of the ^-torsion becomes
so large. While the bordism sequence of B(ZP) will collapse for any
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prime we must, for odd primes, turn to more geometric methods to
obtain the structure theorem (2.1). The argument is based on the
analysis of certain known maps of period p on CP(p — 1), complex
projective (p — 1)-space.
3. Fixed point sets of involutions. In this section we shall quickly
sketch some applications of the foregoing to the fixed point set of
differentiate involutions on closed unoriented manifolds. Let
Xn = E Wm(B(0(n - m)))
for n^O. Now $lm(B(0(n — Tn))) is the unoriented bordism group of
(n — m)-plane bundles with structural group 0{n — m) over closed
w-manifolds. We shall define a homomorphism j * : Ln—»9ln__i(J3(Z2)).
We choose in each bordism class of 9l m (5(0(w — ni))) a differentiate
bundle and let B—>Mm denote the associated (# —w —1)-sphere
bundle on Mm. Since the antipodal map lies in the center of 0(n — rn)
there is a fixed point free fibre preserving involution (T, B) which on
each fibre reduces to the antipodal involution. Now we assign [ l \ £ ] 2
G 9ln-i(-B(Z2)) to the bordism class of the original vector bundle.
This defines 7*: ?flm(B(0(n — m)))—>9ln_i(J5(Z2)) and j * is extended
linearly to Ln. We let 9d n = <Jln(£(O(0))) and >(9fln) = 0 . Let (7\ Mn)
be a differentiate involution on a closed manifold. Let Fm,
O^tn^n,
be the union of the m-dimensional components of the fixed point set
of T. Each Fm is a closed regular submanifold of Mn. Let N—>Fm be
the normal (n — w)-bundle to Fm in Mn and let [N —» Fm]2
Çz3ln(B(0(n — Tn))) be the bordism class of this bundle.
(3.1) T H E O R E M . For any differentiable involution on a closed nmanifold, (T, Mn)
itM[N-+F»]2)

= 0 G ül n _!(£(Z 2 )).

o

This is seen by introducing a Riemannian metric on Mn in which
T is an isometry. Each Fm is surrounded by a small invariant tube of
normal geodesies whose boundary is the normal (n — m — l)-sphere
bundle to Fm. Let WnQMn be the finite manifold obtained by removing the interiors of all these normal tubes. Obviously Wn is T-invariant, and (7", dWn) is the disjoint union of the involutions on the normal sphere bundles to the Fm. Obviously (UP, Wn) has no fixed points.
As a corollary we shall show that the normal bundle to the fixed
point set determines [ilfn]2G9(I«. For each Fm let B'm-*Fm be the
Whitney join of a trivial 0-sphere bundle with the normal sphere
bundle of F w . Thus B'->Fm is an (rc-m)-sphere bundle. Let (J 7 , B'm)
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be the bundle involution of this new bundle. Note that Bfm/T' is a
closed w-manifold.
(3.2)
then

THEOREM.

If (T, Mn) is an involution on a closed n-manifold

Hf»]. = £ [B'm/T%.
0

n

We let Bu /T' = F . We define two involutions on lXMn by ri(/, X)
= (1—/, x) and T2(t, x) = (1— t, T(x)). We adjoin IXMn to a copy of
itself along the boundary by the equivariant diffeomorphism m(l, x)
==(1, r ( x ) ) , w(0, x) = (0, x). We obtain an involution {V', F w+1 ) on
a closed manifold. Now (3.2) follows by applying (3.1) to (T', Vn+l).
We note that (3.1) and (3.2) are entirely geometric in nature. We
note for example that if we consider (T, CP(n)) given by
T[zi, • • • , zn+i]= [ziy • • • , zn+i] then the fixed point set is real
projective space Pn. The tangent bundle to Pn is equivalent to the
normal bundle of Pn in CP(n). According to (3.2) we may use the
tangent bundle of Pn to determine [CP(n)]2. Consider PnXPn and
(x, y)—>(y, x) with fixed point set Pn=AC.PnXPn.
Again the normal
bundle to A is equivalent to the tangent bundle to P n , thus if we use
(3.2) once more we see [CP(n)]2= [P t t XP n ]2. This is the geometric
proof of a well-known fact [7],
(3.3) T H E O R E M . Let (T> Mn) be an involution on a closed manifold.
If f or each m all the Whitney classes of the normal bundle to Fm vanish,
then [F m ] 2 = 0, 0^m<n and [ M n ] 2 = [^ n ] 2 .
Since all the Whitney classes of the normal bundle to Fm vanish
N-+Fm is bordant to the product bundle FmXRn~m-+Fm, thus by (3.1)
X S " 1 [A, 5 w - w - 1 ] 2 [ F w ] 2 - 0 . However [A, Sk]2 forms an 9l-base of
3l*(J3(Z2)) thus [P n ] 2 = 0, 0^m<n.
The rest is a simple consequence
of (3.2). Dually we have
(3.4) T H E O R E M . Let (T, Mn) be a differentiable involution with a
connected fixed point. If all the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the tangent
bundle of the fixed point set vanish, then [M n ] 2 = 0.
A more specific type of result is
(3.5) T H E O R E M . Let (T, Mn) be an involution whose fixed point set
is the disjoint union of a point and a k-sphere, then & = 0, 1, 2, 4, or 8,
n = 2k and M2k is mod Z cobordant to the appropriate projective plane.
Suppose all the Whitney classes of the normal bundle to Sk vanish,
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then by (3.3) it follows that single point cobords mod 2. Thus we see
that the &th Whitney class of N—>Sk is nonzero, sofe= 0, 1, 2, 4 or 8.
Next (3.2) must be used heavily to finish the proof. We cannot indicate here the proof of
(3.6) T H E O R E M . For each integer fe^O there is an integer cj>(k) such
that if (T, Mn) is an involutiion on a noncobording manifold with
n><t>(k) then some component of the fixed point set has dimension greater
than k.
We are not able to estimate <£(&) in general; however there is a
more specific result of this type.
(3.7) T H E O R E M . Let (T, M2n) be an involution on a closed manifold
with %(^f2n) = 1 rnod 2, then there is a component of the fixed point set
which has dimension at least n.
We now turn to (Z2);b, the &-fold direct sum of Z 2 with itself. A
stationary point of a group acting is a point left fixed by the entire
group.
(3.8) T H E O R E M . Let ((Z2)fc, Mn) be a differentiable action on a closed
manifold without stationary points, then [M n ] 2 = 0.
The proof uses (3.2) and induction over k. It would be extremely
important to find any generalizations of
(3.9) T H E O R E M . Let (Z 2 +Z 2 , Mn) be a differentiate action with a
finite number of stationary points, then the class [M w ] 2 will belong to
the subring of 91 generated by [-P2]2, the cobordism class of the real
projective plane.
In closing we might note that by considering all differentiable involutions of closed manifolds (T, Mn) we define an unrestricted bordism group of involutions I n (Z 2 ). There is an i*: ln{Zi)-*Ln
assigning
to each (T, Mn) the bordism classes ]£2 [N-*Fm]2 of the normal
bundles to the Fm. The sequence 0~>7 n (Z 2 )->L rl ->9l /l _i(J5(Z 2 ))->0 is
split exact. Thus the unrestricted bordism group of involutions is
computable.
4. Maps of odd prime period. An oriented action (Zp, Mn) is a differentiable orientation preserving action of Zp on an oriented manifold.
We shall only consider p an odd prime in this section. First we shall
take up the analogue to (3.1). Let Sl be the circle and let (T", S1) be
T"(z) =\z where X = exp(27ri/^). Let (T, Mn) be an oriented action of
Zp on Mn. Let (T"XT% SxXMn) be the diagonal action T"XT{z, x)
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= (Xs, T(x)). This is always a free action of Zp defining an element of
fln+1(£(Zp)).
(4.1). For any oriented action of Zp on Mn
[T" X T,Sl

X AT»] =

[T",Sl][Mn]

in 12W+1(5(ZP)).
Consider now an oriented action (Z p , Mn) with p an odd prime. Let
m
F C.Mn be the union of the m-dimensional components of the fixed
point set. Now Fm~ 0 if n — m is odd. In general there is a canonical
complex structure on the normal bundle to F™ and Zp acts as a complex linear fibre preserving group of bundle maps on the normal bundle. Let Nc->Fm be the complex normal bundle and let
Nc+C-^Fm
be the Whitney sum with a trivial complex line bundle. Let B'm-*Fm
be the resulting sphere bundle, and let {V, B'm) be the resulting fibre
preserving fixed point free action of Zv induced on this bundle space.
(4.2)

THEOREM.

Let (Zp, Mn) be an oriented action, then
T,[T',B'm}

=

lT",Si}[M»}

m

in

iïn+1(B(Zp)).

This is analogous to (3.2) and, with the aid of (4.1), can be seen
from an analogous argument. A cursory examination of the bordism
spectral sequence of B(ZP) shows
(4.3) LEMMA. If Mn is a closed oriented manifold, then [Tn', S1] [Mn]
= 0GO n + 1 (^(Z p )) if and only if [Mn]E.pQn.
The determination of £2*(J3(ZP)) is based on these three results.
For example we may define an oriented action (Zp, CP(p — l)) by
T( [*i, * , , - • • , *,]) = [si, X*2, X232, • • • , X * - % ] . Now (Z p ,
CP(p-l))
has exactly p fixed points. If we apply (4.2) and then (4.3) to
(Zp, CP(p — l)) we can see that ü2p-i(B(Zp)) contains an element of
order p2.
We need in addition the idea of the local type of an isolated fixed
point of (Z p , Mn). At a fixed point we can locally linearize the action
which gives us an element of order p in SO(n). Two isolated fixed
points Xo and X\ have the same type if and only if To and Ti are conjugate in SO(n). All the fixed points in the above example have the
same type.
(4.4) T H E O R E M . Let (Zp, Mn) be an oriented action with a finite
number of fixed points all of the same type, then the number of fixed
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points is a multiple of pa+\ a(2p-2)<n-l<(a
+ l)(2p-2)
and
[Mn]Ç:pQn or [Mn] = b[CP(p-l)]a
mod pQn for suitable a and b.
The prime 3 has a special role since there are only two types of
isolated fixed points and one is the negative of the other.
(4.5) T H E O R E M . Let (Z3, Mn) be an oriented action with a finite number of fixed points y then [Mn] represents in Q/3Û an element of the subalgebra generated by [CP(2)]. If [M n ]=^0 in Î2/3S2 there are at least
3a+l fixed points with 4 a < n — 1 < 4 ( a + l ) .
In general we do not precisely know how to specify the cobordism
class of a manifold which admits an oriented action of Zp with a finite
number of fixed points t h a t need not be of the same type. We only
have a partial result.
(4.6) T H E O R E M . Let (Z p , Mn) be an oriented action with a finite
number of fixed points, then every Pontrjagin number
Silt...tir[Mn]
= 0 mod p whenever some 4ti8*t2p-~2.
We now turn to elementary abelian ^-groups (Zp)*, the fe-fold
direct sum of Zp with itself. There are three ideals in 0 which are
important in connection with oriented actions of these groups. The
first, I(p)C.& is the ideal of cobordism classes in £2 all of whose
Pontrjagin numbers are divisible by p. We shall settle the structure
of I(p) immediately. We say [XAk] is a Milnor base element if and
only if Sk[Xik] = l if 2è + l is not a prime power, or s^X 4 *] = S if 2fe + l
is a prime power qr, [3].
(4.7) T H E O R E M . For
[ F 2 p ~ 2 ] , & = 1 , 2, • • •
by p. Furthermore I(p)
the special Milnor base

each odd prime p there are Milnor base elements
all of whose Pontrjagin numbers are divisible
is the ideal in 0 generated by pQ together with
elements {[ Y2p ~~ 2 }.

Thus the ideal I(p) is rather large. For each k^l let I(p, k)QQ
be the ideal of cobordism classes which contain a representative on
which (Zv)k acts without stationary points. We do not require effective action, thus I(p, k)QI(pt k + l). We can see that I(py
l)=pQ.
We would very much like to know the structure of I(p, k). An intermediate ideal is described as follows. Consider ((Zp)fc, Tk) the free
action of (Zp)k on the &-torus given by taking the &-fold product of
( F " , S1) with itself. Now [(Z,)*, r f c ]G^(J3((Z p ) f c )). Recall that
£l*(B((Zp)k)) is a graded right O-module, thus an ideal J(p, k) C& is
defined to be the set of annihilators of the element [{Zp)h, Tk], It is
easy to see that J(p, k) QI(p). It is less obvious that
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THEOREM.

For any odd prime p and

k^l

For all we know it may happen that I(p, k) — J(p, k). In any case
more details about the structure of J(p, k) would be interesting. The
reader should explicitly note that if ((Zp)k, Mn) is an oriented action
without stationary points then all the Pontrjagin numbers of Mn are
divisible by p. This includes the case p = 2. We close with two applications. The first is a Hopf-Samelson type result.
(4.9) COROLLARY. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and H a
closed subgroup. If [G/H]29^0, then H has maximal 2-rank. If GIH
is oriented and if f or some prime p there is a Pontrjagin number of G/H
not divisible by p, then H has maximal p-rank. If 2 [G/H] 5^0, then
H has maximal rank.
And we shall also include a corollary for algebraic geometry.
(4.10) COROLLARY. If Vn is a real nonsingular projective subvariety
with real fold Fn C Vn, then [ Vn ] 2 = [Fn X Fn ] 2 .
This last is really a corollary of (3.2). We hope that we have succeeded in demonstrating that there are methods for studying differentiable periodic maps which really make effective use of the differentiability hypothesis. A detailed study of differentiate periodic
maps will appear elsewhere.
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